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Abstract 
The advancement in mobile communications and its integration with Geographical Information System result in 
tremendous increase in Location aware computing. Users thirst for Geo-Point of interest leads to exploration of 
different classes of spatial queries like nearest neighbor, range queries etc in location based computing. Each 
query type is unique and there is no frame work to combine these spatial queries. In this paper, we introduce a 
PASQAR: Privacy aware Spatial Query Assessor on Road Networks that processes the different types of queries 
based on user inputs. Further PASQAR masks the user identity using encryption technique. The experimental 
evaluation reflects result of applying various optimization techniques in query processing and proves the 
efficiency of PASQAR model.   
Keywords 
Spatial queries, Spatial Databases, Nearest Neighbor, Skyline Queries, Shortest Path, GIS, Location based 
services, GPS. 
1. Introduction 
Smartphone are revolutionizing the world of communications with their wide range of services offering to 
millions of users world-wide. With integration of global positioning system (GPS) and GIS, the Smartphone not 
only provide people communication but also disseminate temporal and spatial information. The Smartphone 
have become common in people’s daily life. The people’s network is further strengthening by technologies like 
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and satellites.  
A modern smart phone generally contain, a camera; accelerometer; microphone; speakers; and Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth, and cellular connectivity. These also have opened new possibilities of developing Location based 
Applications. In modern geographic information systems, spatial queries represent important class in location 
aware computing. These spatial queries let users to query the public servers to retrieve their point of interest 
relative to their location. The server processes the request and sends back the query result to the user. With the 
increase in user search for geo-location, the different types of spatial queries like Nearest Neighbor, Aggregate 
queries, Range queries, skyline queries, Keyword queries etc are supported by modern location based apps. In 
spite of providing enhanced functionalities, these Location based apps opens security and privacy issues. While 
the user enjoys the service, they pay the penalty of disclosing their private data to these public location based 
servers.  
All the previous studies on spatial queries are directed to either nearest neighbor or range or skyline or keyword 
queries. There is no single framework for processing all the queries under single application. Futher travel time 
based apps for point of interest are limited to nearest neighbor and skyline. Also privacy aware optimized query 
processing framework is lacking in previous studies. We combine four types of spatial queries [36][37][38][39] 
namely Goal directed kNN queries, goal directed skyline queries, predictive skyline queries, spatial Boolean 
skyline queries under single framework and the expert system processes the algorithm based on the user query 
request.  
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Figure 1: LBS Architecture 

To sum up we make the following contributions: 

1. PASQAR uses Expert System rules to evaluate user queries. 
2. Finds data objects for any spatial query by considering distance and travel time as metric and gives 

shortest path to reach the point of interest..  
3. Privacy is maintained through encryption technique. 
4. Different Query optimization techniques are applied on spatial queries to increase the performance of 

the PASQAR. 
5. Query caching in PASQAR helps in reduction of query processing cost of future queries. 

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the related work on both skyline 
queries and developing intelligent transportation System. In section 3, we formally defined Predictive Skyline 
query in Road Networks. In section 4, we introduce Fuzzy based approach for predictive skyline data objects in 
road networks. Section 5 presents the results of our experimental evaluation of our proposed approaches with a 
variety of Spatial Network with large number of data and query objects. Finally section 6 concludes the paper 
with future research. 

2. Related work 
 
2.1 kNN Queries in Euclidean Space 

In the past, numerous algorithms have been proposed to solve kNN problem in Euclidean space. Most of these 
algorithms use R-Tree structure for query processing. The Tree based structure lack in frequent location update 
of moving objects. Later space based indexing structure (grid) are used. All of these approaches consider 
distance between static objects as a function of Euclidean distance.  

2.2 kNN Queries in Spatial Networks 

In [33], Papadias et al. introduced Incremental Network Expansion (INE) and Incremental Euclidean 
Restriction[IER] methods to support kNN queries in spatial networks. In [21], Kolahdouzan and shahabi 
proposed voronoi diagrams to partition the spatial network to voronoi polygons, one for each data object. In [6], 
cho et al. presented a system UNICONS where the main idea is to integrate the precomputed k nearest neighbors 
into dijkstra algorithm. In [16], Huang et al. proposed a island approach to knn. In-Route Nearest Neighbor was 
first proposed by Shekar et al. in [47] to search minimum detour distance on the way to destination. In [62], 
Zaiben chen et al.  Best Fit Network expansion is introduced for network distance. All of the above studies 
consider network distance as static where in real fast world shortest path computation depends on travel time. 

2.3 Single-source Skyline query in Euclidean space 
Skyline query processing has been studied extensively in recent years. The skyline operator was first introduced 
into the database community by Borzsonyi et al. [3]. Borzsonyi et al. [3] propose the Block-Nested-Loops 
algorithm (BNL) and the Extended Divided-and-Conquer algorithm (DC). Both algorithms processes the entire 
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object set for retrieving the skyline data. In [5], the Sort-Filter-Skyline algorithm (SFS) progressively report 
skyline points by pre-sorting the entire dataset according a preference function. Tan et al.[51] propose a bitmap-
based method which transforms each object to bit vectors. Bitmaps can be very large for large values. This 
method cannot guarantee a good initial response time. Kossmann et al. [22] propose an online nearest neighbor 
skyline query processing method which can progressively report the skyline points in an order according to 
user’s preference. The objects in the dominated subspace are pruned, and the objects in each non-determined 
subspace form a to-do list. To remedy this problem, Papadias et al. [32] propose an R-tree based algorithm, 
Brand and Bound Skyline (BBS), which retrieves skyline points by browsing the R-tree based on the best-first 
strategy. BBS only visits the intermediate nodes not dominated by any determined skyline points. This method 
has more efficient memory consumption than the method in [22]. Another study by Lin et al. [26] processes a 
skyline point query against the most recent N elements in a data stream. 
 
2.4 Skyline variants 
There are many variants of the traditional skyline query. Pei et al. [34] and Yuan et al. [58] proposed methods to 
compute skylines in all possible subspaces. Tao et al. [52] gave an efficient algorithm to calculate skylines in a 
specific subspace. Dellis and Seeger [9] proposed a reverse skyline query, which obtains those objects that have 
the query point as skyline, where each attribute is defined as the absolute difference from objects to query point 
along each dimension. In the context of uncertain databases, Pei et al. [35] proposed the probabilistic skyline 
over uncertain data, which returns a number of objects that are expected to be skylines with probability higher 
than a threshold. The most relevant problems to our work are the dynamic skyline[32], spatial skyline [45], 
multi-source skyline on road networks [10], multi-preference path planning approach[23] and continuous 
probabilistic skyline queries over uncertain data streams[15]. Specifically, Papadias et al. [32] applies BBS 
algorithm to retrieve skyline points, where dynamic attributes of data objects are computed by a set of 
dimension functions. However, only Euclidean distance was considered for dimension functions. Similarly, the 
method proposed for multi-source skyline on road networks [10] also utilizes geometric information of data 
objects during the pruning, which is thus limited to road network application. In [17], retrieves the top-k skyline 
keyword queries in road networks. In [54], retrieves skyline keyword queries for moving objects.  
 
2.5 Travel time Studies 

 
In [8], Cooke and Halsey introduced the first time-dependent shortest path (TDSP) solution where they 
formulated the problem in discrete time and use dynamic programming. In [18], Kanoulas et al. introduced a 
Time-Interval All Fastest Path (allFP) algorithm in time-dependent networks where all the paths from the source 
to a destination node are enumerated which incurs exponential running time in the worst case. In [60], Ugur et 
al. proposed time dependent spatial network databases where network expansion suffers in large networks. 
 
There has been a significant amount of work identifying the importance of accurate travel time predictions in a 
transportation system. From the travelers’ perspective, accurate travel time predictions reduce the uncertainty in 
decision making about departure time and route choice, which in turn reduce travelers’ stress and anxiety. From 
the operators’ point of view, travel time prediction models may be used to determine the reliability of a 
transportation system. Consequently, travel time prediction methods are central to Advanced Traveler 
Information Systems (ATIS) and Advanced Traffic Management Systems (ATMS) [54][2]. Bus travel times are 
the result of nonlinear and complex interactions of many different constituent factors influencing either demand 
(e.g. passenger’s demand or traffic flow) or capacity (e.g. accidents, weather condition, route characteristics) 
[28]. Mean-variance estimation method was also used in [29] to predict bus travel time variability. Travel Time 
Prediction Using floating Car Data Applied to Logistics Planning by taking into account that routes of long-
range trips are not completely given in advance but are rather unknown and subject to change[48]. short-term 
prediction of highway travel times, which represent an accurate estimation of the expected travel time for a 
driver commencing on a particular route based on the fusion of different types of data that come from different 
sources (inductive loop detectors and toll tickets) and from different calculation algorithms[46]. Car following 
model using a fuzzy inference system (FIS) to simulate and predict the future behavior of a Driver-Vehicle- Unit 
(DVU) based on a new idea for estimating the instantaneous reaction of DVU, as an input of fuzzy model[19]. 
 
In summary, previous studies on spatial queries on road networks are limited to either Euclidean space or metric 
space for a specific application not under a single framework. In contrast, our work focuses on the travel time as 
a metric for spatial query search which play a vital role in road networks. User privacy is achieved through 
encryption. It also helps future queries computation time by caching technique. 
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3. System Model 
 

In this section, we describe the road network and system model; define the predictive skyline query search in 
spatial networks. We assume a spatial network [California Road Network], containing set of static data objects 
as well as query objects searching their skyline objects. We assume all road maps and daily traffic data are 
maintained by cloud server.  
3.1 Road Network 

 
We model the underlying road network as a weighted undirected graph G = (V,E) where E is an Edge set of 
road segments in the road network, V is the Vertex set of intersection points of the road segment and each edge 
is given travel time of its corresponding road segment as weights. 

 

 

Figure 2: Road Network 
 
In this model (Figure 1), we consider our system with a mobile environment in which mobile user is able to 
communicate with the service provider through wireless communication infrastructure e.g.: Wi-Fi. 
 

3.2 Query Definitions 

Example1 (GD-kNN): if a user wants closest petrol shop in the direction of his journey.  

Example2 (GD-skyline): if a user wants restaurant closest to a hospital in the direction of his journey.  

Example3 (Predictive Skyline Query): if a user wants to know the travel time for his future journey schedule. 

Example4 (Boolean skyline boundary query): if a tourist wants to find a low price A2B restaurant nearer to a 
temple and close to a beach. 

 

4. Algorithm 

As a pre-computation, the road network is partitioned into grids to reduce the search space in finding out the 
nearest neighbor vertex of the user location.  We apply a road network clustering approach to efficiently 
compute the nearest vertex of the query origin and reduce the search space by considering only nodes in user 
direction of travel.  
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Figure 3: PASQAR Architecture 
 

 

 

The PASQAR consists of five phases namely Query Masker, Query Analyzer, LB Apps Picker, Query 
Optimizer and Query perpetrator.  

Phase I: Query Masker 

User privacy is achieved through the Query Masker. The given user query is encrypted through encryption.  

The wrapped query is sent to Peer; the Peer then forwards the query to the LBS public server. The server 
decrypts the wrapped query and process the query. The query results are in turn encrypted by the server and are 
sent back to the Peer. The Peer then forwards the wrapped query results to the User. The User uses his 
decryption algorithm to get the exact query result or his desired point of interest. The advantage of this Query 
Masker is the peer identity is only stored in the server and on the other side the query initiator user preferences 
are even not known to the peer as only wrapped query is passing in the hands of the peer.  

Phase II: Query Analyzer 

This phase is responsible for analyzing the User query. The given query is parsed into segments and make ready 
for the expert system engine to process. 

Phase III: LB Apps Picker  

The Expert system Engine gets the query segments from query Analyzer and applies the rules for selecting the 
appropriate algorithm. The following is set of rules for processing the given user query: 

Phase IV: Query Optimizer 

Query optimization plays a crucial role in retrieving information from the public server. It is a technique of 
analyzing several query execution patterns and a fine query pattern is identified for further process. The factors 
that affect the optimization are CPU time, amount of memory space, storing and fetching time etc. this helps in 
faster query processing, lesser cost per query, high performance of the system, efficient usage of database. 
PASQAR optimizations are: 
 
a) Search Space reduction: In finding the nearest vertex of the query origin, the search space is reduced by the 
road network clustering technique. Instead of searching the entire database, the nodes in the user cluster are 
examined in finding nearest neighbor node. 

b) Goal directed search: Instead of searching the entire database for finding the point of interest, only the 
objects in the user direction of travel is considered. This helps in greater reduction of database access. 
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Algorithm 1: GD kNN (upos,p,dist,time,goal,n) 
   /* upos: query origin (latitude,ongitude) , p: point of interest, dist: user distance search limit, time: user travel 
time search limit, goal: user direction of travelling, n: number of point of interest */ 

 
   1. u    NearestVertex(Upos) 
   2. k=0  
   3. while true do 
   4. minnode Leastcostneighbournode(u)    
   5.  hashpath(i)  addnodetohashpath(minnode) 
   6. if (checkpoi(minnode) ) then 
   7.  Dispshortestpath(hashpath(i))  
   8.  k=k+1  
   9.  end if 
   10.   Prev u 
   11. u  explore_nextshortestpathnode() 
   12. if (k>=n) 
   13.  break 
   14. while end 
 

 

Algorithm 2: GD-RST (uloc,pref[],A[]) 
   /* upos: query origin (latitude,ongitude) , pref[], an array consisting of user query preferences Q1,Q2,..Qn and 
A[], an array of their corresponding attributes a1,a2,..an */ 

 
1. u    NearestNeighborNode(uloc) 
2. C[i]={0 
3. C[i] Generate(Q1)     
4. Heapset[i]  addQPtoheap(C[]) 
5.  if (checkskyline(Heapset[]) ) then 
6.  Dispskylineobject()   
7.  Cacheskyline(C[], Heapset[]) 
8.  end if 

 
 
 
 

c) Skyline Objects/Keyword queries: While executing skyline/keyword queries, the objects are filtered such that 
skyline/keyword object matches are executed first than retrieving all objects.  

d) Multiple Queries: When multiple queries are fired within same region different POI or different region with 
same POI, these are joined and excuted once in the database instead of individual executions which decreases 
the network cost. 

e) Caching: The queries are cached which decreases the cost of future queries. 

Phase V: Query Perpetrator 

As decided by the LB Apps picker, the appropriate algorithm is executed by the PASQAR. The query results are 
sent back to the Peer in an encrypted form by the Query Masker which forwards again to the User. The User 
decrypts the results, gets the desired point of interest and shortest path to the POI. 
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Algorithm 3: PSQ (uloc,pref[],A[],journeyschedule) 
   /* upos: query origin (latitude,ongitude) , pref[], an array consisting of user query preferences Q1,Q2,..Qn and 
A[], an array of their corresponding attributes a1,a2,..an, journey schedule: date and travel time of journey */ 

 
1. u    Getvertex(uloc/loc) 
2. C[i]={0}   
3. Predicted_doj  fuzzymatlab_datepredictor() 
4. Predicted_time  fuzzymatlab_traveltimepredictor() 
5. C[i] Generate(Q1 
6. Heapset[i]  addQPtoheap(C[]) 
7.  if (checkpredictiveskyline(Heapset[]) ) then 
8.  Dispskylineobject()   
9.  Queryrecorder(C[], Heapset[]) 
10.  end if 

 

 

 

Algorithm 4: BSB (uloc,pref[],A[],B[],boundary) 

   /* upos: query origin (latitude,ongitude) , pref[], an array consisting of user query preferences Q1,Q2,..Qn, 
A[], an array of their corresponding attributes a1,a2,..an , B[] array of boolean operators for user objects, 
boundary is spatial region coordinates */ 

 

1. u    StartNode(uloc) 
2. C[i]={0}   
3. C[i] FilterkeywordObject(Q1) 
4. Heapset[i]  addQPtoheap(C[]) 
5.  if (checkBSB(Heapset[]) ) then 
6.  DispBSBobject()   
7. end if 

 

 

5. Experimental Evaluation 

5.1 Experimental Setup 

We conducted experiments on California road network which contains 21,050 nodes and 21693 edges. The 
algorithm is implemented in Java and tested on Windows Platform with Intel Core 2 CPU and 80GB memory. 
The main metric we adopt is CPU time that reflects how much time the algorithm takes in processing a skyline 
query. The input map is extracted from Tiger/Line files that are publicly available [67].  
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5.2  Results 

i)   Impact of CPU time on set of Query Points 
 

Fig 4(a), 4(b), 4(c), 4(d) shows the impact of CPU on set of query points with GD-kNN, GD-RST, PSQ and 
BSB algorithms. 

 
ii)  Impact of k on Query Processing Time: With this experiment in Fig. 4(e), we show the impact of number of 
point of interest with their query processing time (seconds) in GD-kNN algorithm. 
 
iii) Impact of I/O on set of Query Points: With this experiment in Fig. 4(f), 4(g), we show the impact of I/O on 
number of Query points in GD-RST and BSB algorithm. 
iv)  Impact of Cache in query computation: Fig 4(i), we show the impact of cache technique in computing future 
queries. The figure shows for processing future queries (i.e. if same query is asked by same user/another user at 
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any point of time and if query is in cache then the result of the query is taken from cache instead of computing it 
again. The CPU time reduction in using Cache technique is shown here. 
 
v)  Impact of k on visited nodes: In Fig. 4(h), we show the impact of k on number of nodes accessed on both 
time, distance based query. 
 
6.  Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose a framework for executing different types of queries on road networks. The SQAR 
analyses the user query based on the inputs and automatically executes the corresponding algorithm. User 
identity is further maintained by the encryption technique. Query optimization is also achieved by the SQAR 
model. The algorithm also caches the query results to reduce the computation cost for future queries. 

Additional future works includes query for moving objects, different types of transportation mode, road types. 
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